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 Space Tourism: The Latest News, Features and Photos 

























Virgin Galactic customer Joanne Le Bon got a taste of weightlessness aboard a ZERO-G flight in September 2013.
(Image credit: Steve Boxall)





Learn the latest news about space tourism and space tourist trips into outer space. Space.com looks at the growing business of space tourism. 
Related Topics: SpaceX, Virgin Galactic, Incredible Space Tech, International Space Station, Interstellar Travel 





Join our Space Forums to keep talking space on the latest missions, night sky and more! And if you have a news tip, correction or comment, let us know at: community@space.com.


















 
















Latest about space tourism 




















SpaceX's longest-ever astronaut cruise was a smooth ride, Ax-3 crewmembers say



By

Elizabeth Howell 

published 28 February 24




Axiom Space astronaut Michael López-Alegría is the only person to fly twice on a SpaceX Crew Dragon capsule. He'd love for more people to ride that spacecraft in orbit.
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Axiom Space Ax-3 private spaceflight with SpaceX: Mission updates



By

Brett Tingley 

last updated 9 February 24




Follow along with Axiom Space's Ax-3 mission to the International Space Station, the third-ever all-private mission to the orbital lab.
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SpaceX Dragon carrying Ax-3 astronauts splashes down in Atlantic to end longest private spaceflight for Axiom Space



By

Mike Wall 

last updated 9 February 24




A SpaceX Crew Dragon capsule carrying four astronauts splashed down in the Atlantic Ocean early Friday (Feb. 9), wrapping up a record-setting private trip to the International Space Station.
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SpaceX's private Polaris Dawn orbital mission delayed to summer 2024



By

Mike Wall 

published 9 February 24




SpaceX's Polaris Dawn mission, which aims to pull off the first-ever private spacewalk, will now launch no earlier than this summer.
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20 people in space! Humanity quietly tied a record last month



By

Mike Wall 

published 9 February 24




For a few minutes on Jan. 26, 20 people were in space at the same time, tying a record set just last May.
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Ax-3 astronauts leave precious parting gift behind for ISS crew: peanut butter



By

Elizabeth Howell 

published 8 February 24




SpaceX astronauts with Axiom Space decided to leave behind a special snack for the International Space Station crew, shortly after National Peanut Butter Day in the United States.
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Ax-3 astronauts depart ISS in SpaceX Dragon capsule for splashdown on Feb. 9 (video)



By

Mike Wall 

last updated 7 February 24




The four astronauts of the private Ax-3 mission departed the International Space Station in their SpaceX Dragon capsule on Feb. 7, following days of weather delays.
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Virgin Galactic mothership loses alignment pin during space plane launch, FAA investigating



By

Brett Tingley 

published 6 February 24




Virgin Galactic informed the FAA that the mothership of its space plane VSS Unity lost a piece of hardware on its most recent suborbital flight.
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Virgin Galactic launches 1st Ukrainian woman to space  —  and 3 others  —  on Galactic 06 suborbital flight (video)



By

Mike Wall 

last updated 26 January 24




Virgin Galactic launched its sixth commercial mission today (Jan. 26), sending four passengers to suborbital space and back.
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Virgin Galactic may launch 6th commercial spaceflight this week



By

Mike Wall 

published 23 January 24




Virgin Galactic's sixth commercial spaceflight may be just around the corner. The launch window for the Galactic 06 mission opens on Friday (Jan. 26).
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Get the Space.com Newsletter
Breaking space news, the latest updates on rocket launches, skywatching events and more!
Contact me with news and offers from other Future brandsReceive email from us on behalf of our trusted partners or sponsors
By submitting your information you agree to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy and are aged 16 or over.
















MORE FROM SPACE...

	


1
Boeing begins fueling Starliner capsule ahead of 1st astronaut launch



	2
Vernal equinox 2024 brings spring to the Northern Hemisphere today



	3
Euclid 'dark universe' telescope gets de-iced from a million miles away



	4
NASA's James Webb Space Telescope mission — Live updates



	5
SpaceX launches 22 Starlink satellites from California in dusky evening liftoff (video)
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